
Lovasz Local Lerma (LLL)

Bad Events:E, Ea,
....

En

Pr[Ei] =PX i =1...n

Whatis probabilityofavoiding them all?

Pr[E,E:] = ?

Say Ei's are mutually independent
M

pr2E.E:] =PrEi],cr-p-

Butwhatifwe have dependencies?

Pr[E,E:] =1 - Pr[, E:]
>1 - Pr[Ei]

i =1

> 1- n./

Ifwe
only have "few"dependencies

can we interpolate between the two?

Dependency Graph:Nodes are [1,...n}
corresponding tothe

bad events Ex, ...,En

①-0) Ei&Ej ane
dependent.



More formally=
Ei is mutually

independent 0 the events

#(i) =[Ej)(i,i)4E3

Degree of the dependency graph is
the maximum degree of any vertex.

LLL (symmetric version)

LetE, Ez.... En be bad events

such that

①for all i, Pr[Ei] =P
② degree ofdependency graph Id

③ 4pd =1

Then Pr [. Ei] > 0

Application:Edge-DisjointPaths

a pairs of users thatwantto
communicate witheach other

Underlying communication network
connects each pair using a set

of paths.



Pair i can choose one path from
SetFiof m paths.

Catch: paths in Fi can share
-

edges withpaths in Fj
Cat mostk)

We wanttofind the condition

where itis possible for each pair
tochoose edge disjoint paths.

Say each pair chooses a path in Fij
uniformly atrandom.

Bad events:Eijwhere pairs i& j
choose a path withcommon

edges -

Pr[Ei,c] == =p(

Dependency Graphi Einjis mutually
independentof

all events Ep, q such thatp4[i,j}
q*[i,j3

Eigjhas an edge toEp, q iff eitherN

p
=i,j0rq =x,j

Degree ofdependency graph is 2n
c=d)



LLL condition:

4 dp =1

-=1 m 8nEx7
- ↑

#paths #pairs #
of

between pair i paths
in Fi

not

disjoint
withj

So if there are atleastsink paths
between each pair, we can tolerate

11

k "shared paths between each pair i, j.

Depressin news:m>nk sufficesI
by a simple counting argument.

Application:Sinkless Orientations

Wanttoorientedges ofa d-reg. graph
such thatwe do nothave sinks

Lie nodes withno outgoing edges)

Probabilistic experiment:Orient
each edge independently in one of

the two directions



Bad Events:anode v has all edges

incoming...
Pr[Ev] =(I)* =

p

Dependency Graph:inputgraph...

LL condition:4pd =1

4. Ia.d
=

1

d =1=4pd =2

d =2:4pd =2

d =3 :4pd =3/2

d =4 : 4pd =I I

d =5 :4 pd
=5/8 - 1

So ifd4 then a sinkless orientation

always exists!

We will see other applications in
tutorial and in week 5.

Nextwe prove the LLL.
See

section 6.7of the MU textbook.


